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once the curls of its leaflets continue to exist as sensible hol
lows on the surface. It broadens and divides atop into three 
or four lobes, and these, in turn, broaden and divide into 
minor lobes, double or ternate, and usually rounded at their 
terminations. In general appearance the plant not a little 
1·esembles those specimens of Fucus vesiculo§J.ts which we :find 
existing in a diminutive form, and divested of both the re
ceptacles and the air-vessels, at the mouth of tivers. Of two 
other kinds of plants I have seen on]y confused masses, in 
which the individuals were so crowded together, and withal 
so fragmentary and broken, that their separate forms could 
not be traced. In the one the general appearance was sucl1 
as might be produced by compressed and tangled masses of 
Cho'rda.filiurn, in which the linear and even tubular charac
ter of the plant could be determined, but not its continuous, 
cord-like aspect; in the other, the fragments seemed well 
nigh as slim as hairs, and the appearance was such as might 
be produced by branches of that common ectocarpus, E. lit
to'ralis, which may be seen on our rocky coasts roughening, 
at low water, the stems of laminaria. When bighly magni
:fied, a mesial groove might be detected ntnning along each 
of the hair-like lines. With these marine plants we occa
sionally :find large rectilinear stems, resolved into a true coal, 
but retaining no organic charncter by which to distinguish 
them. As I have seen some of these more than three inches 
in diameter, and, though existing as mere fragments, several 
feet in length, they must, if they were also plants of the sea, 
have exceeded in size our largest lamina ria.* And such are 

* A curious set of these, with specimens of the smooth-stemmed fucoid, 
collected by Mr John Miller of Thurso,-a meritorious labourer in the 
geologic D.eld,-were exhibited at Glasgow to the Association. The larger 
stems were thickly t1·a.versed fn Mr J. Miller's specimens by diagonallinee, 
which seemed, however, to be merely lines of rhomboidal fracture in the 
glassy coal into which the plants were converted, and not one of their ori· _ 
~al characters. 
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